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‘Take me out...

Fluency law
reinforced
by student
reports
By Gloria Bateh
Staff

A fluency check is being conducted at
all nine State Universities as part of a
plan by the Florida Student Association, a
student lobbying group, to enforce the
state’s four-year-old English Proficiency
Law, said Scott Francis, Student
Government Association (SGA) president
In 1983, Sen. George Kirkpatrick wrote
the law requiring all instructors in the
State University System (SUS) to speak
proficient English. Since then, the Board
of Regents, a 13-member policy-making
panel for the SUS, adopted a test that will
ensure the law is being enforced.
The test is given at the discretion of
department heads and, until recent pressure
from the FSA, has never been
administered to any instructor, said Greg
Hull-Ryde, executive director of FSA.
Hull-Ryde said the student government
associations at all nine state universities
The UNF Ospreys beat Central Florida
are asking students to report names of
Community College 5*1 and 3*2 in the
teachers they cannot understand. The FSA
Oct. 10 double-header. Joey Michals
PHOTO BY JONATHAN VAUGHAN
has advocated placing observers in
pitched 6 out ot 7 innings to win the
classrooms to determine whether
first game, while Bobby Grant (pictured)
instructors are indeed proficient in the
pitched the remaining time. Here, Grant
English language.
accidentally walks a CFCC player in the
This should prevent any grudges in
first game's last inning.
judgement towards faculty. FSA will
then collect the names and forward the
lists to SUS Chancellor Charles Reed.
"We are trying to find those faculty
(For more Oktoberfest photos, see pages 6-7)
members who cannot speak fluent
English. Our report has nothing to do
with accents," said Hull-Ryde.
UNF does not seem to have a problem
with instructors' English fluency, and
does not intend to conduct a fluency check
unless students infer that there is a
necessity to, said Francis.
"We have not noted an English
fluency problem at UNF. Unless we have
a number of reported incidents from
By Felicia Turner
students, I doubt it will become a
Staff
problem," said Francis.
The universities already noted to have a
"We have more demand than we can
1984 the center had generated another full
"The only problem was that some
slight problem are the University of
time waiting list Now there are
[students] were unable to go to school,"
possibly meet,” said Everett Malcolm IΠ,
Florida and Florida State University, due
approximately 400 children enrolled in
said Malcolm. "They would not settle
director of UNFs Child Development
to the large number of instructors (faculty
the program. "The center is at its
putting their children in commercial day
Research Center (CDRC).
and
graduate student instructors) on staff,
care centers or another program; they
maximum enrollment," said Malcolm.
This term there was no room for new
said
Francis.
Malcolm is l∞king into expansion of
wanted to use the child development
children, Malcolm said. Seventy-five
Francis
said students have a legal right
the
program
to
accommodate
more
center."
student families applied to the center, but
to
understand
their instructors' English.
children,
but
appropriate
funding
isn't
CDRC was started in May 1975 with
were turned down due to lack of space.
Those
students
who know of an instructor
available
"I
cannot
turn
to
the
university
only
10
children.
In
1981,
the
program
"This is not the first time that's
that is not proficient in English should
happened," said Malcolm. "We turn away was expanded and full-time enrollment
(See CHILD, page 8)
contact SGA in Building 14,646-2754.
increased from 30 to 60 children. By fall
twice as many people as we serve."

...to the ball game.’

Child care center at capacity
causes problems for students
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Highway robbery
’’The red light was blinking. I checked right, left. Good. No cops. I
accelerated, tossed three pennies and a gum wrapper into the basket and got the
heck out of Dodge," one student admitted.
Sure it’s illegal but so is extortion, and quite frankly, asking college students
to pay outrageous tolls is just that.
If by chance you are one of the unfortunates who travels to UNF five days a
week the 25 cent toll adds up to an expenditure of $40 for the Fall term. That’s
$80 bucks for travellers from the beach. (Assuming you pay your tolls both
ways.)
There must be some sort of discount right? Well, purchasing the "discount"
book of tickets yields a whopping savings of $4 for the St. John’s Bluff exit and
$8 for the beachers this term. Ain’t that swell?
Unfortunately, even if you wanted this wondrous coupon book you would
have a difficult time finding anything out about it.
Your first reaction might be to call the Jacksonville Transportation
Authority. But the JTA is no authority when it comes to saving you a few
greenbacks on tolls, so they refer you to the Department of Transportation.
The DOT can’t give you the answer either. "You'll have to try the Regional
Toll Office out on Normandy , deary."
Surely, the Regional Toll Office should know if there are coupon books
available for J. Turner Butler Boulevard and its exits, but as you might guess
they don't have the faintest idea. "The only thing I can tell you is to call the J.
Turner Butler toll booth. I don’t have that information."
Of course they don’t have that kind of information. Why would the Regional
Toll Office know anything about discount toll books? Silly idea.
Finally you reach the JTB toll b∞th only to discover that for all your
searching you will only get a measly $4-$8 discount. Come on.
Financial aid is on the decline. The minimum wage has not been adjusted to
reflect the increased cost of living since 1981. But the tolls sure went up.
The Fall term lasts approximately 80 days if you travel to UNF five days a
week. If the toll for St. John’s Bluff was still 10 cents you spend only $8 as
opposed to $40. Cost for the beach's travellers would be cut in half if their toll
was still 25 cents.
Perhaps the worst part of this toll thing is that half the time you pay the red
light goes wild anyway. The toll person in the b∞th glares at you accusingly
and the alarms blares. ,"He did it, he did it." If you’re going to be humiliated
you should not have to pay for it.
The cash students spend on tolls is absolutely outrageous. Let’s hope Mayor
Hazouri comes through with his campaign promise to eliminate tolls.

Staff: Stephan A. Abraham, Roy Ahl, Gloria Bateh, P. G. Cheney, Angie
Chauncey, Catherine Cooper, Brent Frei, Laura L. Maggio, Randi Silverman,
Felicia Turner
The Spinnaker welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed,
including the author’s address and telephone number. All letters will be edited for
spelling, grammatical and style errors.
This public document was printed at a cost of $526, or 15.0286 cents per copy,
to inform the students, faculty and staff of the University of North Florida about
news of interest.

Smelly feet, poor table manners:
rudeness abounds in UNF library
By Rick Paul
Contributor

Flat out rude. That’s the only way to
describe it. It’s a problem that afflicts
many UNF students. These individuals
really don’t try to be rude, though there are
a few who try and succeed so well. They
just have a talent for thinking only about
themselves and not about how their
actions affect other people.
Let me give you some examples. As a
student I use the library to study, as do
many students. At the beginning of this
semester, I studied on the third floor back
where the tables are. I soon noticed just
how frequently I was being interrupted by
loud whispering, the slamming of books,
the tearing of paper and so forth.
I do not understand how anybody can
concentrate when the guy next to you
continually sniffles because he doesn’t
want to take the time to blow his nose.
Does he realize that not only does he
gross everybody out every 20 seconds or
so, but that no one within 20 feet of him
can concentrate on studies?
I wonder about the book slammers, the
pencil tappers, the candy bar unwrappers,
the coke can top-poppers and the foot
stompers. The students studying around
them are not absorbing as much
information as they could be without the
interruptions. But what about the rude
individual? Is he getting anything out of
his studying?
Another example: One time I had
some reading to do so I sat on one of the
couches on the third floor. I was
comfortable. My feet were propped up on
the table and I was studying away
contently. After about 30 minutes another
student sat down across from me and put
his feet up on the table.
It took a few minutes before I realized
something was bugging me. It was a
smell, one I can’t begin to describe. I
quickly traced this hideous odor to this
guy’s feet.
He wasn’t wearing any shoes and his
feet were caked with some sort of crud. If
he likes to go barefoot, O.K. But not in
the library.
I tried to concentrate but he was
wiggling his feet back and forth, back and
forth. Remember we were both sitting
down low in those big chairs with our feet
up on the table. His big nasty feet were
directly in front of me at eye level. I could
see his feet swinging their smelly path

just over the top of my book. I tried
changing positions but it was no use. My
concentration was shattered.
This guy was really rude. I was there
first. I should have told him to leave. But
I didn’t. I got up and left.
I decided to try to find a quiet study
carousel where I could concentrate and not
be disturbed. On the fourth floor I found
one which had three desks. My grades
improved because I was now studying
uninterrupted.
Then it happened. A student sat down
at the desk beside me. Rather than pulling
out his books and beginning to study, he
pulled out a paper bag. He opened it,
reached in and pulled out a chunk of tin
foil and threw it on the table. He
proceeded to slowly unfold the tin foil to
expose his .. . his .. . fried chicken.
Between the scraping of the tin foil,
the smacking of his lips and the smell of
the fried chicken, the other student at the

He wasn't wearing
any shoes and his
fee were caked with
some sort of crud. If
he likes to go bare
foot, O.K. But not
in the library
desk got up and left with a fairly
disgusted look on his face. It took a large
amount of self control not to jump up
and tell this guy off. How rude can you
get?
Recently I returned to the carousel to
study. I was most content studying until
Mr. Fried Chicken Man gave a repeat
performance. I couldn't believe it. Hadn’t
this guy chased away enough students and
interrupted their studies? What gives this
rude individual, and all the others, the
right to interrupt our studies?
Beware! The newly formed Library
Rudeness Control Army has been
assembled. They’re big and mean. But
most importantly, they don’t take
prisoners. Any member of the rude
population identified and caught will be
fed to the gator in the lake. No questions
asked. Remember, you have been warned.
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Letters

Wounded
Spinnaker
Editor:
It seems that once again we will
have to assuage the wounded feelings of
the Spinnaker. A campus newspaper
should be informative, newsy and fun
to pique the interests of its students,
and in UNFs case, more so since most
of the students are commuters.
There is no reason whatsoever for a
newspaper to complain and sulk to its
student body about the lack of attention
it receives. I have noticed quite a few
students interested, for one reason or
another, in the Spinnaker and awaiting
each issue with anticipation — of at
the very least with an eye for campus
highlights.
The pointed remarks the open letter
transmitted to me evoked the reaction
Anonymous intended, when he-she-it
wrote the column. It might have helped
and benefited Anonymous to try and get
in touch with the Sawmill Slough
members if there was a complaint.
As the 1986-87 co-vice president of
the Slough, I can vouch for much hard
work and earnest interest in our
campus. It is, after all, our campus.
Also, as the school grind begins,
continues or ends, everyone on the
campus can claim to the library zombie
fame. It is unintentional — perhaps the
couches on the fourth fl∞r shouldn't be
quite as comfortable. They are
conducive to resting, not studying.
The paper further whines about the
abilities of the Independent Florida
Alligator and the Florida Flambeau on
their independence and concludes that
students participate in the editorial
comments.
I would like to alert the Spinnaker,
wounded animal that it is, to the fact
that most student who attend UNF do
not have the time to participate in
extracirricualr activities outside their
work and study routine.
Relaxing is an unknown word in my
vocabulary and the work I do, aside
from my job and studies, is what I feel
strongly about; not assuaging the
feelings of the paper — though at the
moment it seems that I am doing just
that.
For some reason, I cannot equate the
Alligator or the Flambeau with the
positions they now hold and the tactics
the Spinnaker has incorporated.
The statement "Hardcore punks..
.apathy..." shows that the Spinnaker
knows nothing about punks — who
happen to work just as hard for their
causes, in their limited time, as do
UNF students.
Perhaps the demands the Spinnaker
feels that we, the students, do not
make on it should stand as conclusive
evidence of the product.
Rifka Jerard
Editor's note: It is a common
practice among newspapers to run
editorials without a byline. Editorials
reflect the opinion of the entire editorial
staff, not one person.
Furthermore, the routine students
face at UNF with classes, studies and
work is no different from any other
college campus in America.
Student participation depends on the
student body.

Briefs----------------------------

Slur the Sawmill Slough?

Phi Theta Kappa

Editor:
In your last editorial you bemoaned the
loss of the landscaping in the parking lots
and singled out one student organization,
Sawmill Slough, as apathetic for its
perceived failure to react to the situation.
Upon hearing about the proposed
redensification of those lots, I approached
President McCray to discover the rationale
for blighting our beautiful campus. Dr.
McCray took the time to discuss this
matter with me, explaining that the
removal of the medians would increase the
number of available spaces, obviating the
need to destroy extant wild lands.
I transmitted this information to the
general membership of the Sawmill
Slough Conservation Club. Although we
regretted the extirpation of the vegetation,

Phi Theta Kappa will have their
monthly meeting Oct. 17 in UNFs
Red Room. The state convention will
be Nov. 6-8 in Miami, which PTK
officers will be attending.
For more information on the
meetings, contact Bill Solomon at 724
9202 or 771-5634 or Susan Martin at
287-1274.

we concluded that there was no reasonable
alternative to the plan advocated by the
administration.
If the members of the university
community relied upon public
transportation and car-pooling, the
removal of the scenic medians could have
been avoided. Had the editorial staff of the
Spinnaker contacted me or another
credible member of the Sawmill Slough,
a misguided and misinformed slur against
a viable, active and effective organization
never would have occurred.
John M. Golden
vice president, issues
and conservation,
Sawmill Slough
Conservation Club

No time for letters
Editor:
A recent editorial in the Spinnaker,
pertaining to student apathy, made for
interesting reading. You have certainly
succeeded in drawing my attention to your
publication. Do I have opinions about
issues? You bet I do. Do I usually write
letters to the editor? No. Does that mean I
am an apathetic Neanderthal, as your
article implied? I think not.
The average age of the UNF student is
31. Translated, that mean most of us
work many hours in order to have the
privilege of attending this fine institution.
Many of us are single parents and don't
have time to voice our opinions on all
and sundry university issues. It is 11 p.m.
as I write this, having just come home
from classes that I left for at 9 a.m.
Will I be there to cheer on the new
baseball team that you are so enthusiastic
about? I doubt it I am not apathetic about
the team; on the contrary, I have strong
feelings about it. I am vehemently
opposed to it

Disregard
for wildlife
Editor:
Recently as I left campus, I passed a
small animal in the road, near the entrance
to the nature trails. The animal, probably
a raccoon, was dead.
A week before, I watched a
maintenance man dump a bucket of paint
thinner into an ivy bed in front of the
B∞kstore.
Two weeks ago, I learned of two
sparrows that were poisoned by pesticides
sprayed on their living environment —
that grassy space near the snack bar.
These may appear to be petty,
irrelevant events. But they are not. Each
of these small tragedies is a sign of a
larger disregard for the welfare of plant and
animal life on this campus. Each one is
contradictory to this university's claim to
be a wildlife sanctuary. And, each one of
these was controllable.
I would hope that while UNF still has
wildlife to protect, an awareness will
develop to prevent further damage to this
ecosystem. Little blue signs at the
campus entrance and campus conservation
clubs are obviously insufficient. Our own
respect and concern for life is what moves
us. Stop and enjoy the variety of living
things around you.
Theresa Ann White

Student IDs
For those students who have yet to
get an ID card, they are being made in
the Instructional Communications
office from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
weekdays. For more information,
contact Jack Funkhouser, director of
Instructional Communications.

Drop/add deadline

In this year when scholarships and
student loans have been drastically cut,
and fees raised, the university has
suddenly found money for, of all things, a
baseball team. One in which
approximately 17 of the players have
athletic scholarships, and for a sport that
requires a large amount of expensive
equipment.
Since the university is already out of
compliance with Tide IX regulations
requiring equal athletic scholarship
opportunities for both men and women
(and has been for the past two years), I
find it inconceivable that UNF has decided
to tip the balance even further by offering
17 additional athletic scholarships for
men.
Elisabeth Bauman
Editor's note: As of last fall, the
average age of a UNF student was 29.8,
said Richard Crosby of institutional
research and planning.

Rubes®

The deadline for dropping Fall
term classes with no refund at UNF is
Oct. 16. For more information,
contact the registrar at 646-2620.

Business lecture
Dr. Paul Johnson will present a
lecture, "The Standard of Excellence
for Business Ethics," on Oct. 12,7:30
p.m. in UNFs West Room.
For a free reservation call Jack Lup,
Christian Campus Ministry, 733
2356.

Alumni art show
A selection of works by former
UNF students and graduates is being
featured in a special alumni
invitational show at the UNF Gallery.

By Leigh Rubin
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Biden example of widespread
cheating in colleges

Profs poorer now than
10 years ago, report says
College Press Service

Thirty to 50
percent of all
college students
say they've
cheated during
their academic
careers.
-Carnegie
Commision
report

College Press Service

Sen. Joe Biden may have been
embarrassed by revelations that, as a
student in 1965, he cheated on a law
school paper, but cheating remains
widespread on American campuses today,
various sources said.
Thirty to 50 percent of all college
students say they’ve cheated during their
academic careers, researcher William
Raffetto found in a Carnegie Commission
report in 1985.
Duke, Indiana, Pennsylvania and
Georgia universities, among others,
reported increases in the number of
accusations — though not neccesarily
offenses — from the 1985-86 to the 1986
87 school years.
At Duke, accusations of cheating
increase when individual professors take
steps to curb academic dishonesty, said
Dean of Student Life Sue Wasiolek.
Twenty-three students were charged with
cheating during the 1986-87 academic
year, she said; 14 were charged the
previous year and 12 were accused during
1984-85.
The increase is not due to a
campuswide, organized crackdown, but
because individual faculty members have
become more aware of the problem,
Wasiolek said.
On Sept. 17, Biden — a candidate for
the Democratic presidential nomination
— admitted he’d turned in a paper as a
first-year law student at Syracuse
University in 1965 that included 5 pages
lifted directly from a published law ιςχiew
article.
Biden also misrepresented his academic

record during a recent campaign
appearance, Newsweek said. Biden said he
graduated in the top half of his law school
class, but actually finished 76 in a class
of 85.
Biden also said he attended law sch∞l
on a full scholarship, but actually received
a partial scholarship based on financial
need, the magazine said.
When caught in 1965, Biden convinced
the law sch∞l to let him take the course
again.
”1 did something very stupid 23 years
ago,” Biden said in a Washington D.C.,
press conference three weeks ago.
But Biden might not have been allowed
to retake the course if he was a student
today.
Wasiolek said an ethics review board
may show mercy to an undergraduate for
Biden's offense, but for law school
students, "Ignorance is not an acceptable
defense. Law students are expected to
know how to f∞tnote a research paper,"
she said.
Schools, in fact, are more vigilant in
watching students these days.
Indeed, on Aug. 31, the University of
Texas’ Measurement and Evaluation
Center boasted that its new practice of
photographing students had helped
decrease cheating on placement exams.
Texas also OK’d, without endorsing, a
teaching assistant’s practice of searching
students’ backpacks as they enter his class
to take tests.
Yale suspended eight students Sept. 4
for the fall semester for allegedly cheating
on a take-home physics exam last spring.

Racial violence
reprimanded
College Press Service

z~ The University of Massachusetts
By May, racial tensions at UMass
campus were running high, due to an
continued its crackdown on whites who
Oct., 1986 brawl in which 5 white
foster racial tensions on the campus Sept.
18 when it suspended a white student who students beat up a black classmate.
In mid-September, UMass officials
broke the windshield of a black student's
disciplined some of the white students
car.
involved in last fall's incident, making
The student, whose name was not
them take sensitivity courses.
released, was suspended for a year.
Many other campuses — including
The suspension grew out of a May 14,
Tufts,
Pennsylvania, The Citadel,
1987, incident at which Theta Chi
Maryland,
UCLA and Michigan —
fraternity members reportedly shouted
suffered
confrontations
between black and
racial slurs at 3 black students as they
walked to their cars, and then threw a rock white students during the 1986-87 sch∞l
year, and virtually all issued statements
through the windshield.
during the summer promising to install
Theta Chi member said they were
some kind of palliative measures for 1987
retaliating because one of the black
students had urinated on one of their cars, 88.
but the black students denied the charge.

Despite 5 straight years of salary
hikes, college teachers are a little
poorer than their colleagues of 10
years ago, the Center for Education
Statistics said.
The center — the data-gathering
arm of the U.S. Dept, of Education
— said inflation has eaten up the
salary gains of all college faculty
members nationwide except some of
those teaching at private campuses.
Inflation outran faculty salaries
during the 1977-1981 school years by
such a wide margin that college
teachers' buying power in 1986 was 3to-6 percent lower than it was in 1976
77.
■
The center's report also showed
that colleges continue to pay faculty

men considerably more than women,
giving male full professors $4,600
more than women in 1976-77 and
$4,500 more in 1985-86.
The average faculty member,
regardless of rank, makes about the
same in constant dollars as 10 years
ago: $32,400 in 1985-86 compared
with $32,600 in 1976-77.
The center also found the gap
between faculty salaries for public and
private universities continued to
widen.
While public campuses paid their
teachers 4.9 percent less than private
campuses paid their faculty members
in 1976-77, the difference had grown
to 9.1 percent in 1986-87.

Tax hike could
eliminate poverty
College Press Service
The United States could break the
cycle of sch∞l failure among the p∞r and
conquer poverty in just one generation by
raising taxes 1 percent, and investing the
money in education, a business executive
told members of Congress Sept. 9.
By offering low-income families
prenatal care, parent training and preschool
opportunities the nation could eliminate
poverty, Owen Butler, former chairman
of the Procter and Gamble Co., told a
joint hearing of the Senate Labor and
Human Resources and the House
Education and Labor committees.
Butler, a trustee of the Committee for
Economic Development, said a
comprehensive attack on poverty would
cost $11 billion, about $9 billion more
than current spending on such programs.

The nation could raise the money
through a 1 percent increase in local, state
and federal taxes, he said.
"We know how to break the cycle of
poverty," Butler said. "To fail to do that
is economic foolishness and a crime
against humanity." Since schools are the
nation’s primary educators it would be
"logical" to fund the bulk of the programs
through the education system.
"Education starts with prenatal care,"
added Dr. David Hamburg, the president of
the Carnegie Corp, of New York. The
keys to offsetting a disadvantaged start are
prenatal care and parent and nutrition
training, which would help parents,
particularly teenaged mothers, poise their
children for successful education.
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Anti-apartheid protesters exert
pressure on shareholders
By Mike O’Keeffe
College Press Service

As a nationwide series of planned anti
apartheid protests approach this month,
activists expect the pressure on campuses
to sell their shares in firms that do
business in segregationists South Africa
will be more intense than ever.
This, the activists said, is the first
protest season since the Rev. Leon H.
Sullivan called for U.S. businesses to
withdraw from South Africa.
In 1977, Sullivan authored the
Sullivan Principles, a list of civil rights
that companies agreed to respect among
their South African employees, regardless
of color. Scores of colleges, unwilling to
take the financial losses of selling their
shares in the firms, adopted policies
requiring the companies to comply with
the principles.
Yet in June the Philadelphia minister
and civil rights leader, frustrated by the
South African government’s
unwillingness to dismantle apartheid and
its mounting violence, called on firms to
stop trying to make the best of a bad
situation, and to pull out of the country
altogether.
The announcement effectively left
campuses that endorsed the principles
without an investment policy.
Fifty-nine of the nation’s biggest
campuses had adopted the Sullivan
Principles, the Investor Responsibility
Research Center in Washington, D.C.,
said.
’’It’s hard to say what will happen,”
said Darmouth College Spokesman Alex
Huppe. He said Sullivan’s call has
escalated the Dartmouth board of trustees'
concern, in terms of direction. "It does add
fuel to the discussion," he said.
"Sullivan's comments definitely will

activists’ energies.
Nessen, though, hopes Sullivan’s call
will start an anti-apartheid revival during
the week-long teach-ins and rallies his
group has planned for this month.
Nessen’s group was finishing plans for
the October rallies, and was unable to say
just how many campuses will be
involved. Last October, activists on about
60 campuses joined the protest.
"I’m sure the Board of Trustees will
consider Rev. Sullivan’s statements," said
Ron Sauder, a spokesman for Johns
Hopkins University, which uses the
principles to guide its South African
investments.
The University of Pennsylvania
already has moved in the same direction
as Sullivan, spokesman Fred Richards
said. He said Penn’s trustees plan to sell
their stocks in companies that do
business in South Africa if those firms
don’t pull out by June 1988.
Dartmouth’s trustees, however, prefer
to remain as stockholders in companies
that operate in South Africa, hoping the
school can influence corporate decision
making, Huppe said.
prodding from Nessen’s group, anti
"The only way we feel we can make a
apartheid sit-ins and demonstrations
suddenly exploded on dozens of campuses. difference is as a shareholder," Huppe
said. The number of companies in
The momentum built to involve as many
Dartmouth’s stock portfolio that operate
as 100,000 students in April
in South Africa has dropped 30 or 40
demonstrations.
percent
in recent years, he said.
Since then, however, the crowds and
Student
anti-apartheid activists
intensity of the campus movement
gradually have dwindled as trustees began welcome Sullivan’s change of heart,
although they said his call for divestment
to sell their schools’ shares.
has come too late.
Confrontations with conservative student
"His comments are important, critical
groups, who regularly began to vandalize
and it took a lot of pressure on Sullivan
protest shanties at Utah, Texas,
for him to come out so strongly," said
Darmouth, Johns Hopkins, North
Charlotte Hitchcock, a Yale graduate
Carolina, and other campuses, sapped

put pressure on the schools to divest,"
said Josh Nessen, the student coordinator
of the American Committee on Africa.
Anti-apartheid efforts on American
campuses began in 1963, but were never
much of a force until this decade.
As recently as 1984, Nessen’s group
would piggyback anti-apartheid rallies
with more popular causes like
disarmament in order to draw crowds.
But in January 1985, without much

‘Sullivan’s comments
definitely will put
pressure on the
schools to divest.’
—Josh Nessen
student coordinator,
American Committee
on Africa

Two colleges may
force students into
mandatory drug tests
College Press Service

Two more colleges may force students
outside their athletic departments to take
mandatory drug tests.
Last week, the University of Arizona’s
College of Nursing formally began
debating a proposal that would make
nursing students who exhibit
"inappropriate" behavior take urinalyses to
see if they've taken any illicit drugs.
Students who test positive for illicit
drugs could be expelled.
Meanwhile, Central Florida
Community College in Ocala, Fla., has
started making cheerleaders, music
students and members of theater and dance
groups—as well as athletes— take drug
tests.
CFCC Prseident Bill Campion said
the policy will apply to any student in a
position to represent the school.

student who is active in that school's anti
apartheid movement. "But it’s too little
too late."
Still, Hitchcock said, "Sullivan gave
us more ammunition that might instill
some fire in the movement. Since he’s a
black minister, his remarks could help get
minority students involved in what has
been a white, middle-class movement."
Sullivan, vacationing out of the
country, could not be reached for
comment.
Sullivan’s call will hopefully refocus
their educational efforts, said Polly
Farnum, Penn student and anti-apartheid
activist.
"Students are more inspired by the
people of South Africa and their
suffering," Nessen said. "But Sullivan's
comments are encouraging to the student
movement."
"If there is pressure for the university
to divest, it will come from the students,"
said Brown University spokesman Eric
Broudy. "We expect a lot of pressure
when the students return, given Rev.
Sullivan’s change of mind, that there will
be pressure on the administration to
divest from South Africa."
In fact, student pressure has already
forced one school to sell investments
with companies that operate in South
Africa. In June, Oberlin College’s trustees
voted to divest primarily because of
student pressure, spokeswoman Barbara
Chalsma said.
"The protestors were disrupting the
campus," she said. Chalsma said
Oberlin’s trusteees voted to divest because
South African-related holdings placed
burdens on other educational
opportunities.

Standardized tests
keep minorities
out of college
College Press Service

Scores of colleges adopted mandatory
drug tests for their athletes during the
1986-87 school year, largely in reaction
to the June 1986, cocaine-related death of
University of Maryland basketball star
Len Bias.
Athletic directors at Duke and
Stanford, as well as lawyers with the
American Civil Liberties Union,
complained at the time that forcing
athletes to submit to the tests would set a
precedent allowing schools to force all
students, regardless of their athletic skills,
to prove they don’t take illicit drugs.
Various courts are considering the
cases of athletes from Stanford and the
universities of Washington and Colorado,
who claim the drug test
unconstitutionally invades their privacy.

Making students take "competency"
and other kinds of standardized tests tends
to make courses "narrower" and keep
minority students out of colleges, the
Southern Regional Education Board
(SREB) said last week.
The tests, SREB researcher Rodney
Reed of the University of California at
Berkeley said, should be used only as
"diagnostic" t∞ls.
Instead, Reed found schools use them
"to pass irreversible judgment" on
students’ ability and motivation.
Teachers whose jobs depend on their
students’ doing well on the test tend to
skew what they teach in class to help
students score high, not necessarily to
educate them, the SREB asserted.
Reed’s study of what happened when

students in Louisiana and North Carolina
took competency tests also discovered
they took a toll on minority high school
students.
More white students pass the tests on
the first try, the study found.
Some 97 percent of white high sch∞l
juniors passed North Carolina’s reading
test on the first try between 1978 and
1985, compared to 82 percent of the black
students.
Similar results were found on the
math exam.
Without passing scores, students
cannot advance to upper level course
work, or graduate. Several colleges in
both states require the tests, and the U.S.
Dept, of Education advocates that more
colleges adopt similar tests.
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Mike Silverman gives an Oktoberfest facelift

A UNF jazz student gives a wail for the
Oktoberfest crowd.

I HuTO BY SUSAN P. STANTON

The UNF Surf Club takes time out from riding waves
to pose for a photo.
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(from page 1)

Malcolm is looking into expansion
of the program to accommodate more
children, but appropriate funding isn't
available "I cannot turn to the university
directly and ask for ENG funding
[Educational and General Funding] to
expand the child development center,”
said Malcolm.
"All expansions either have to come
through auxiliary revenue sources or
through our own revenue generation
within our program," he said. Malcolm
estimates expansion of the center to cost
between $130,000 and $150,000, up
from the 1981 expansion that cost
$55,000.
Malcolm said he is considering
limiting access to the program as a
solution to the problem. "Our oncampus community is our primary
concern, with UNF students being first,"
said Malcolm. The center provides service
to UNF students, faculty, staff, alumni,
Florida Community College of
Jacksonville (FCCJ) students and the
public.
To assure that students’ needs are met,
Malcolm plans to change registration

Ex-hostage Jenco
to speak at UNF

times in the spring. The center usually
registers everyone before the drop/add
deadline, but Malcolm thinks it’s best to
wait until drop/add is over to give
students access.
"The only people who will be able to
register for the program will be students
first, then our faculty and staff."
Malcolm does not know whether alumni,
FCCJ students and the public will be
excluded from the program.
Another solution would be to keep
the center open for night programming.
In early September Malcolm sent out a
survey to CDRC users to find if there is a
need for night programming. If there is a
need, the night programming will be
implemented next spring or summer.
"By setting up in that type of
fashion, we could then serve almost
double what we’re serving now,"
Malcolm said.
The results of the survey are scheduled
to be announced by the first of
November.
Father Lawrence Jenco
CDRC’s current hours of operation
Father Lawrence Jenco, who was taken
are Monday through Friday 8 a.m. to 6
hostage in Lebanon, will speak on his 19p.m.
month experience at an upcoming UNF
lecture.
Jenco has served in a variety of
ministries during his 28 years as a priest.

He has served in Australia, India, Yemen
Arab Republic, Thailand and Lebanon. It
was during his tenure as director of
Catholic relief services in West Beirut
that he was abducted and taken hostage
from January, 1985 to July 1986.
In addition to speaking of his own
experience as a hostage, Jenco will talk
about his subsequent work for the
freedom of other hostages and for peace in
the world.
Jenco will speak Monday Oct. 19,
7:30 p.m. in the UNF Theatre. Students
are asked to arrive at 6:45 p.m. All others
will be admitted at 7:15 p.m. This event
is the first in the Personal Growth and
Social Responsibility series to be
sponsored by the UNF Campus Ministry
Board.
Jenco will be in Jacksonville to join
the city-wide celebration of Peace with
Justice week, October 16-25. On Oct. 20,
he will be interviewed on local talk
shows and speak at a luncheon for local
clergy. He will also hold a lecture at the
Hendricks Avenue Baptist Church at 7:30
p.m.

Student regent Ajoc
moves onto UF

"Hamlet” will be performed in the UNF Theatre Oct. 15,
16,17, 21, 23 and 24 at 8 p.m, In the UNF Courtyard
Oct. 30 at 8 p.m., and in the UNF Theatre Oct. 18 and 25
at 2 p.m. for a high school benefit performance. The
play is free for UNF students. All others: Tickets at the
door are $5 general admission and $3 for students and
senior citizens.

Stanley H. Kaplan

The SMART MOVE!
GMAT∙LSAT∙GRE
PREPARATION FOR:

Classes now at Jacksonville University
Call 727-0008

The year that began in August 1986
has passed quickly for Susie Ajoc, the
first student from the University of North
Florida appointed to the Florida Board of
Regents.
"It seems like only the other day when
I was named (student regent)," Ajoc said.
"It has been a once-in-a-lifetime
experience. This year has been exciting,
challenging and very busy year for me.
And quite a learning experience. I was
afraid to take a break for fear I would miss
something."
Ajoc, 22, represented the interests of
more than 150,000 students attending the
nine State University System institutions.
Although serving only a one-year term as
student regent, she held the same rights —
including voting power — as the full-term
regents. "I feel I contributed to a renewed
interest in student retention and financial
Student regent Susie Ajoc
aid matters," Ajoc said.
In between attending the BOR’s
seeing their contribution to the process of
statewide meetings, Ajoc found time to
higher education in Florida," she said.
complete her bachelor’s degree in
"Of course, I frequently sought their
psychology at UNF. She is also a few
advice. They offered suggestions and
credits short of completing a second
encouraged me to think through processes
bachelor’s degree in chemistry, but is now
on my own, without telling me what to
enrolled in graduate sch∞l at the
do."
University of Florida.
"Without the tremendous support of
"The three people who were most
my friends at UNF, including Dr.
influential to me during my term were
McCray, the UNF Foundation members,
President McCray, Regent Cecilia Bryant
faculty, staff and the students, I couldn’t
(from Jacksonville) and Chancellor
Charlie Reed. Their influence was mainly have had such a successful year. Γm
honored to be UNFs first student regent."
by example—observing each one and

The Spinnaker needs a

Sports Editor
EDUCATIONAL
CENTER LTD.

Interested students should send resume to Bldg. 3, room 2244
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Eartha White Foundation
donates $1,500 toward
students' book fees
A Jacksonville health care
foundation picked up the cost of
books for 11 beginning freshmen at
the University of North Florida.
The Eartha M. M. White
Foundation, in cooperation with the
Anheuser-Busch Brewery of
Jacksonville, contributed $1,500 to
be used as a b∞k allowance for
Eartha M. M. White scholarship
students.
Two years ago, the UNF
Foundation endowed $1,000
scholarships to provide
opportunities for academicallyqualified but economicallydisadvantaged black students to
attend UNF. Today, 11 of the
$1,000 scholarships are named in
honor of the late Eartha Mary
Magdalene White, a philanthropist
and leader of Jacksonville's black
community.
"I hope to see some of these
students enter the field of geriatrics
and, after completing their
education, return here as employees
at the Eartha White Home," said
Larry Lockley, EMMW Foundation
chairman.
"Hopefully as the foundations
grow, we'll be able to make these

renewable scholarships," he said.
"We're looking at the possibility in
the future."
Felicia Baker, 18, a Lee High
School graduate, and David
Spearman, 18, a Paxon graduate, are
two of the awardees. Both are
Jacksonville natives who wanted to
attend college close to home. Both
live at home and are serious about
maintaining high grade point
averages while becoming involved in
campus leadership and activities.
Baker is majoring in business
administration and hopes to work in
international banking before owning
her own restaurant She also works
part-time for a local insurance
agency.
Spearman is majoring in
accounting. He plans to complete
bachelor's and master's degrees before
working as a certified public
accountant.
Other EMMW scholarship
awardees are Catrina L. Gardner,
Tracee L. Grant, Deiatra C. Griffin,
Kelly Johnson, Tamee A. Love,
Janice C. McCollors, Rhonda M.
Mitchell, Cheryl R. Quarles and
Taurina V. Semoir.

Students earn enrollment
to UNF through summer
academic program
Twenty-five entering freshmen who
would have looked elsewhere for a college
education are enrolled at the University of
North Florida after successfully
completing an experimental program this
summer.
Each student completed one three-hour
credit course in either freshman-level
mathematics or English and participated in
a special study skills seminar. The
students had to earn a "C'' grade to remain
enrolled at UNF.
"The results of the summer’s academic
potential program have rewarded the hopes
with which we inaugurated it," said Dr.
Dale Clifford, interim assistant dean of
UNFs College of Arts and Sciences and
director of freshman and sophomore
programs. "Twenty-five students [of 33
originally enrolled in the program]
successfully completed the summer
program and are now enrolled in the
freshman class."
The program's pilot offering chose
students who had applied to UNF, but
were not selected because of the higher
requirements used by the school's
admissions committee. These

requirements are a result of the Florida
Board of Regents policies designating
UNFs lower division as a limited
enrollment, selected admission program.
"Under normal circumstances, these
students would be competitively
disadvantaged for admission based on
comparative test scores or high school
grade point averages [GPA],'' Clifford
said.
"We literally hand-picked these
students after individually evaluating their
interests, skills, letters of
recommendation and their own statements
about why they wanted to attend college.
We felt they had good potential for
success if provided a little extra attention.
The students were highly motivated to
prove themselves, and UNF Skills Center
workshops provided the techniques and
personal attention that helped realize their
academic potential."
Two-thirds of the academic potential
program students met the minimum State
University System admission
requirements (900 SAT, 2.5 GPA)
established by the Board of Regents.

Master planning in education
discussed at faculty meeting
By Brent Frei
Staff

Members of UNFs Faculty
Association met to hear Dr. Roy
McTamaghan, vice chancellor for
academic programs, speak on the concept
of master planning in higher education.
Dr. Judith Solano, president of the
association, began the Oct. 1 noon
meeting by yelling the new cheer for the
UNF baseball team. "Here we go
Ospreys; here we go — peck ’em, peck
’em, peck 'em," Solano said. The
members applauded.
.
Guest speaker McTamaghan spoke on
the master plan to make UNF a leading
institution in the educational field.
McTamaghan said he wants to make UNF
a better university by getting the
community involved, noting that UNFs
stadium was paid for with private funds.
McTamaghan told faculty members to
work with the master plan. He said UNF
is a takeoff site for instituting the
program along with other universities in
the state. UNFs standards are the reason
for the rise in student enrollment here, he
said. "They’re knocking on our door."

THE SAMUEL ⅛OLDWYN C0M≡≡u≡Λ ≡≡IOhA≡ SIMPSON PRODUCTION
HELIO ≡ IBU: PROM »1II s≡ MICHAEL »» WENDY LYON JUSTIN LOUIS LISA SCHRAGE«RICHARD MONEΠE
scRttwuff sr RON OLIVER oiwimooiom
HERZOG w∏aoPAOZA m≡im RAY SAGER etc by NICK ROTUNOO
IrF
PRODUCED BYPELER≡Ohι≡w≡E≡AN

Starts Friday, October 16th, at a theatre near you

No special committees reported at the
meeting, but Solano said the
Nominations and Elections Committee is
responsible for the election of a Faculty
Association vice president. Editor’s note:
Darwin Coy was subsequently elected to
this position.
Solano also said two vacancies exist
on the Promotion and Tenure Committee,
one for the College of Arts and Sciences
and one at large. She said the association
will elect nominees for those positions.
Tom Healy, legislative liaison for the
university, reported on his visit to
Tallahassee to discuss the new tax on
services.
Healy said faculty members should
support the tax, because UNF stands to
lose financially if the tax is repealed.
Healy also said an alternative one-cent
sales tax addition would cost taxpayers 50
percent more on tax spending than would
a tax on services.
The Faculty Association meets the
first Thursday of every academic month in
the Building 9 auditorium.

Psst! Hey Buddy...
Wαnnα buy an ad?
Spinnaker advertising
gets results.
Spinnaker Advertising Department
"Your business is our business."
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Coker s corner
the band that best exemplifies the
genre. But those same people also
will agree that CCCP-Live has
repackaged their past material over and
over again to the point of nausea.
This album is just more of the sameold-same-old and that's too bad. It
could have been damned exciting.

Ben Vaughn Combo
Beautiful Thing
Restless/Enigma Records

PHOTO BY NAOMI PETERSEN

Zoogz Rift

By Ed Coker
Contributor

Zoogz Rift & The Shitheads
Water
SST Records

Zoogz Rift is a man obviously
influenced by Zappa/Beefheart/Wild
Man Fisher projects of the late '60s.
Unfortunately, Zoogz Rift combines
the most annoying aspects of these
artists and adds a heaping helping of
his own bizarre sound to his latest
album, Water.
Actually, when Z∞gz and his band
start playing their version of fusion
jazz-rock they're not half bad. In fact
they're actually good.
Z∞gz considers himself a poet of
sorts but when he starts spouting his
lyrics," I was bit in the scrotum by a
medfly that blew up into a baby and
floated up into outerspace," you start
to ask yourself why you're wasting
your time.
Even my SST representative asked
why I wanted to hear Zoogz Rift
albums. "The guy releases an album
every 5 weeks or so," he said. "But
you asked for it"

UB40
CCCP — Live in Moscow
Virgin/A&M Records

I remember reading about UB40's
sessions in Moscow in an issue of
Rolling Stone earlier this year. The
idea of London's best reggae band
reveling their human rights-filled
lyrics in a city known for it's lack of
freedom seemed exciting.
The album is a fair live recording
that doesn't capture the true excitement
of the concert. There are times when
the band announces the next song only
to be translated into Russian by an
interpreter, which is somewhat
interesting.
UB40 has a set standard of doing
live material yet not once do they add
anything that we've come to expect
from the band.
Reggae enthusiasts will agree UB40 is

Just what the world needs, right?
Another singer-songwriter from New
Jersey who looks like Bruce
Springsteen. Yeah, sure. But wait a
minute. This guy is good.
Beautiful Thing is die yuppie record
of the year and more, much more.
With Ben Vaughn on guitar, vocals
and harmonica. Lonesome Bob on
drums, Gus Cordovox on accordion
and Aldo Jones on bass, the band
remembers the good-old-days of rock
'n' roll. They give us a fanfare of
varying styles that you'd swear you've
heard somewhere before.
Songs like "Jerry Lewis in France"
and "On the Rebound" bring back the
simple days of Bob Dylan. Songs
like "The North Wind Blew" and "A
Good Women is Hard to Find" echo a
ring of The Velvet Underground.
Throw in some doo-wop, add a
sprinkle of The Ventures, mix in a
ton of fun and you have the Ben
Vaughn Combo.

Dear John, puts on short
but interesting show
By Roy Ahl
Staff

A sparse crowd was on hand at
Applejacks Sept 30 for Dear John,'s
short but interesting set
Band organizer Walter Parks on
bass/vocals is known for his work with
popular jazz groups Sneakers and Rush
Hour. Scott Homan on guitar and Ken
Nasta on drums are also familiar as a part
of the reggae band Pili Pili.
Dear John, usually keeps an upbeat
rhythm reflected by Parks' thumping bass
and strong drums by Nasta. The band's
style sometimes hints toward progressive
jazz, but would best be described as
progressive funk.

Homan's guitar work displays this by
placing choppy chords into the strong
bass line. Homan's guitar also added
mellow effects that allowed the band to
flow into a couple semi-ballads.
Songs with promise include: "If and
When," and "There Is A Way,"
plus a unique version of the Talking
Heads, "The River."
Parks said that this was his project
separate from Pili Pili and that they
hoped to do more work with the band. So
it remains to be seen: Will this package
just be an overnight express or will Pili
Pili get a Dear John, letter?

Maybe there is
a substitute for

U2
The Joshua Tree
Island Records
Even before U2's much
balleyhooed The Joshua Tree was
released, there was talk of 20 songs
being recorded for the album with
only r∞m for 11 on the LP, cassette
or CD. Fans wonder when these other
ditties might appear.
Well, so far seven of the nine
"missing songs" have shown-up on
the flip-sides of their 7" and 12”
singles.
For instance both the 7" and 12"
singles of "With or Without You"
contains two previously unavailable
songs by U2 called "Luminous Times
(Hold on to Love)" and "Walk to the
Water."
Likewise the second hit from The
Joshua Tree, "I Still Haven't Found
What Γm L∞king For," contains
two songs unavailable on the LP
called "Spanish Eyes” and "Deep in
the Heart."
This is where it gets tricky, o’ ye
of record-collecting faith.
The third single from The Joshua
Tree was "Where the Streets Have
No Name." On the 7" flip-side there
were two other songs, "Silver &
Gold," and "Sweetest Thing." On
the 12” version of the same single an
extra song is thrown in called "Race
Against Time."
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Brown/Yessin annual
benefit concert ‘every
thing for everybody’
By P. G. Cheney
Staff

PHOTO BY DREW CAROLAN

Fetchin Bones (from left: Hope Nicholls, Errol Stewart,
Aaron Pitkin, Clay Richardson, Danna Rentes) will
play at Einstein's Oct. 17.

The Annual Music Benefit Concert
was held in the UNF Theatre on Oct 2,
1987. The event helps raise money for
the scholarship fund in the Fine Arts
Music Department.
William Brown, tenor, and Dr. Gerson
Yessin, pianist, both professors of music
at UNF, performed at the concert.
Brown received the National Artist
Award from Phi Kappa Phi, the national
scholastic honor society, and was
nominated by 243 nationwide chapters.
He will hold the title until 1989.
The first half of the concert included
classical pieces such as oratorios by
Handel and Bach, German art songs by
Schubert, and French art songs by Faure.
In the second half of the concert,
Brown and Yessin performed
contemporary Broadway and movie
songs, English folk songs, and AfroAmerican spirituals.
The UNF Theatre was almost filled to

capacity. Dr. Lynne Raiser, associate
professor of education in the Special
Education Department, said, "There were
a lot of music students there; otherwise,
it was not a student-attended event." Of
the approximate 400 people at the
concert, less than 100 were UNF
students, Raiser said.
"I always enjoy Brown’s versatility,
from classical to folk songs," Raiser said.
The increasing applause throughout the
concert indicated that the audience
obviously enjoyed the performance. "The
concert showed all of their versatilities. I
thoroughly enjoyed it and learned from it
Something like this is so inspirational,"
said Sheryl Sandberg, a student majoring
in American music at UNF.
Sandberg said that because of their
talent, the variety of the songs performed
made the concert more than something for
everyone, but everything for everybody.

Campus Events

Bay Street Blues Club, Oct. 15,
Applejacks, $3
The Underground, Oct. 16,
Applejacks, $3
The Woodies, Oct. 16, Einstein-aGo-Go, $4
Fetchin Bones, Oct. 17, Einstein
a-Go-Go, $6
Late April, Oct. 17, Applejacks,
$3
Mike Shackleford & Justin,
Oct. 18, Applejacks, $3
John Phillips, Oct. 19,
Applejacks, $3

Vim Scala Band, Oct. 22,
Applejacks, no ticket information
Synergy, Oct. 23, Applejacks, $3
World on Wheels, Oct 23,
Einstein-a-Go-Go, $4
Jamie DeFrates, Oct. 24,
Applejacks, $4
The Saints, Oct. 24, Einstein-a-GoGo, $6
The Underground, Oct 25,
Applejacks, $3
Gary Starling Quartet, Oct. 26,
Applejacks, $3

‘Document’ R.E.M.'s best
By Michelle Puleo
Contributor

R.E.M.’s latest album Document is
one of the best albums released this year.
Because of this album’s innovative style
and sound, it is R.E.M.’s best.
Although the album maintains the
original R.E.M. sound, the band has
extended their R&B/progressive style into
new areas. Broadening and exploring
their talents, R.E.M. has enhanced their
new psychedelic sound, combined it with
classical rock and incorporated it into a
style typical of R.E.M. but better.
In addition to this, the vocals have
obtained clarity and distinction,
something R.E.M. has previously never
attempted. Indeed, R.E.M. has discovered
new ways to be R.E.M.
Differing from previous albums,
Document is not an entirety but rather a
compilation of singles each possessing a
different style.
For instance, the first single, "The
One I Love" contains elements most

typical of old R.E.M. Although they do
not record specifically for airplay, the
single brings a welcome relief to the
monotony of the pop music being
released today.
"Finest Worksong" and "Welcome to
the Occupation" simplify R,E.M.,s
ability to change without losing their
identifying sound and still produce
excellent music. "King of Birds" and
"Oddfellows Local 15 Γ, change the pace
yet conclude the album in a delicate
manner.
Perhaps the oddest song on the album
is "It’s the End of the World (And We
Know It)." With a quite lively rhythm
and unusually quick pace, the song speaks
of destruction in such a delicate manner
that the usual depressive rock music
R.E.M. can be so good at seems to
vanish. As R.E.M. puts it "It’s the end
of the world and I feel fine."

Any campus club, group or
organization planning an event,
send scheduling information to
the Spinnaker, Building 3, room
2244. Note: These events are
subject to change.

Event: Halloween Bash, 8 p.m.,
Saturday, Oct 31, University Green

November

October
Event: Baseball game, FCCJ, October
14, 3:15, UNF stadium
Concert: Carl Rosen, 8 p.m.,
Thursday, Oct. 15, UNF Boathouse
Film: Children of a Lesser God,
8 p.m., Friday, Oct. 16, UNF
Boathouse
Event: Baseball game, Lake City
Community College, October 17,1
p.m., UNF stadium
Event: Baseball game, Polk County
Community College, October 18,
noon, UNF stadium
Film: Blind Date, 8 p.m., Friday,
Oct. 23, UNF Boathouse
Event: Baseball game, Seminole
Community College, October 24,
noon, UNF stadium
Film: Predator, 8 p.m., Friday,
Oct. 30, University Green
Event: Baseball game, Lake City
Community College, October 31,1
p,m., UNF stadium

Lecture: The Great Pom Debate —
Al Goldstein v. Paige Mellish, 8
p.m„ Wednesday, Nov. 4, UNF
Theatre
Film: A Boy and His Dog, 8 p.m.,
Friday, Nov. 6, UNF Boathouse
Concert: Robin Crow, 8 p.m.,
Thursday, Nov. 12, UNF Boathouse
Film: Mannequin, 8 p.m., Friday,
Nov. 13, UNF Boathouse
Film: The Fly, 8 p.m., Friday,
Nov. 20, UNF Boathouse
Event: Second annual Calypso
Night with Caribbean Sounds, 8 p.m.,
Saturday, Nov. 21, UNF Boathouse

December
Event: Comedian Alex Cole, 8
p.m., Tuesday, Dec. 1, UNF Theatre
Concert: The Current, 8 p.m.,
Thursday, Dec. 3, UNF Boathouse
Film: Beverly Hills Cop II, 8 p,m.,
Friday, Dec. 4, UNF Boathouse
Event: third annual Bonfire, 7 p.m.,
Friday, Dec. 11, UNF residence picnic
area

WEEKLY
CATHOLIC MASS
on campus
WHEN: WEDNESDAYS. 12:10 p.m.

(Beginning September 16th)
WHERE: BLDG. 2

ROON 2065
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Tony Diggs
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It is easy to understand why Tony
Diggs’ schoolboy idol was Pete Rose.
”1 always loved the way Rose
hustled on the field," said Diggs, the
starting shortstop at the University of
North Florida. "He knows what it
means to work hard."
Diggs, 20, understands the
importance of a high work ethic as
displayed by Rose. It’s no secret Diggs
is a great athlete, but desire and hustle
are what he exemplifies.
"Tony is an extremely hard worker
who has been gifted with a lot of
talent," said UNF Baseball Coach
Dusty Rhodes. "He has exceptional
speed —major league speed— and he’s
also a very good switch hitter, which
makes him even more dangerous at the
plate."
Diggs’ athletic ability was also
shown on the gridiron. As a senior at
Bradford County High School, Diggs

was named All-Conference and All
Area. He took his football ability to
the University of Florida as a walk-on
wide receiver, but found his fortune at
the baseball diamond at nearby Santa
Fe Conmmunity College.
"I had originally signed a baseball
scholarship at Santa Fe but I wanted
to give football a try first," said
Diggs.
At Santa Fe, Diggs played outfield
and was a back-up shortstop during
his freshman year. He earned the
starting shortstop role as a sophomore
and set the sch∞l season record with
30 stolen bases. He also batted .350
and was named All-Conference.
Diggs’ base stealing and fielding
abilities caught the eye of Rhodes,
who was then assembling a start-up
baseball program at UNF.
"Tony has very good hands at
shortstop, with excellent range," said
Rhodes.
Several pro scouts also noted
Diggs' ability. Although he wasn’t
drafted last year, Diggs could be
receiving calls from major league
teams before his UNF playing days
are through.
Diggs, a junior, plans to major in
Computer Information Systems at
UNF. "I would like to be a computer
analyst, but first, I would like the
chance to play pro ball," he said.
As times change, Diggs’ idol Pete
Rose has taken a back seat to the
game’s new crop of stars. Diggs
would like to be compared to a player
like Cincinnati’s Eric Davis.
"Eric is the complete player,"said
Diggs. "He is the type of player
whom I would like to be. He can run,
field and hit."

Cross country teams
finish first at UNF meet
The University of North Florida
played the poor host, winning both the
men’s and women's races at its own
invitational cross country meet Oct. 3.
The men coasted behind All-American
Declan Doyle, who crossed the finish line
first in 25:23. UNF runners also claimed
the next three spots, with Mark Van
Alstyne (2nd), Mike McCuster (3rd) and
alton Barnes (4th).
UNFs 18-point team score bettered
second-place FCCJ's 53 points and nine
other teams competing in the race. The

Ospreys are now 45-3 for the season.
The Lady Ospreys fared almost as
well, claiming the top three places and
five of the top seven for 19 points.
FCCJ again finished second in the 12team field, with 47 points.
Yoli Cassas led the way, covering the
5 kilometer course in 18:19, followed by
Julie Campbell (2nd), Annie Kneidler
(3rd), Laura Finch (6th) and Patty Lamoy
(7th).
UNF travels to Furman Oct 10 for
Saturday's Furman Invitational.

UNF golfers place 10th
at Stetson Invitational
A final day charge led by John Brooks
"The first day was windy and
everybody's scores were high," said UNF
and Jeff Thorsen wasn't enough to
Coach Duncan Hall. "We improved some
overcome the leaders, as UNF finished
the second day, but we were too far back
10th among 19 teams at the Stetson
to make a run at the leaders. Brooks shot
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament Oct. 4-6.
a fine round of 72, and was three strokes
The Ospreys moved past four teams in
under par at one point and Thorsen played
the standings on the final day, led by
Brooks, who carded a final round even-par a strong final round.”
UNF continues its fall tournament
72 for a three day total of 230. Thorsen
schedule at Embry-Riddle Oct. 17-19, the
posted back-to-back rounds of 74 to go
Florida Intercollegiate tournament in
with an opening round 78 for a three day
score of 228. Freshman David Alexander, Tampa Nov. 5-7, and at Rollins Nov. 21
24, before returning home for the Gator
playing in his first collegiate tournament,
Bowl tournament Dec. 5-8.
carded rounds of 83-80-78 — 241.

Classified
WORDPERFECT 42 —
$125, special full time college
student or faculty price (list $495).
#1 word-processing software
complete with full documentation,
superior editing, 112,000 word
spelling dictionary, thesaurus,
table of contents, indexing,
outlining, footnoting,
super/subscript, search and replace
and much more. For IBM and
compatible PCs. Other versions are
now available for the Amiga ($99),
Apple II ($59) and after October,
the Macintosh. Call Ann
Freudenthal, 646-2820 at UNF,
Bldg. 2, room 1031 or Datastor,
268-5124.

IMPATIENS, ALOES,
SPIDERS, COLENS, AND
WANDERING JEWS —
starting at 25 cents. Call Ann, 388
3517. You order, I deliver.

A BEAUTIFUL NEW APT.
COMPLEX — 5 minutes from
UNF. Save on travel and study
time. Nicely furnished efficiencies.
$319/month. Unfurnished, 1 BR.
$329. Short-term leases available.
Students and staff welcome. From
University Blvd, turn right onto
St. Johns Bluff, go straight to the
3rd stop light. Turn right onto
Alden Readjust past Sandalwood
High School on right. Pine
Barrens Apts. 642-8967.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW
HIRING — M∕F. Summer and
career opportunities (will train).
Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc.
CALL NOW. (206) 736-0775 ext.
C251.
FEMALE ROMMATE
WANTED — looking to share
three-bedroom house, one mile
from JU. Fully furnished. Own
room and bath for $200 a month
and 1/2 utilities. Plenty of room
and pets are welcome. Must have
references. For more info, contact
Karen: 641-6242 (8-5 p.m.), 743
4345 (after 5 p.m.)

TYPING BY MICHELLE —
Professional, confidential,
reasonable. APA term papers,
resumes, business correspondence.
Theses, dissertations, and
newsletters. Word-processing
services. Beaches. Call 246-0378.

Thursdays, 6 to 9 p.m. Flexible
scheduling. $3.35 per hour plus
possible bonus. Contact Anne
Kachergus, University Relations,
646-2510.
FOR SALE— 77 VW camper
van pop top. Sleeps 4. Sink, stove,
refrig. Good condition. 4 speed.
$2,000. 646-2650 or 246-3689.
NATIONAL MARKETING
FIRM SEEKS AGRESSIVE
INDIVIDUAL or student
organization to run campus-wide
marketing program. Excellent part
time job or fund-raiser. Call Dennis
at (800) 592-2121.

EARN FREE LINGERIE by
inviting friends into your home for
a fun-filled Lady Desiree party.
Call 731-9032 for more info.

MERRY MINSTREL
SINGING TELEGRAMS —
seeking wild and crazy people.
Part-time and full-time positions
available. 356-3500.

LADIES — What could you do
with an extra $645 per month?
Lady Desiree consultants earn that
and more working 2-3 evenings
per week selling lingerie and
romantic items. For more
information details, call 731-9032.

EARN MONEY FOR THE
HOLIDAYS — Student workers
needed for telephone campaign
from October 26 through
December 10, Mondays through

PART-TIME SALES —
Make big money in your spare
time. Part-time sales people needed
immediately for aftem∞ns and
weekends. Apply at Recreational

Factory Warehouse. 7660 Phillips
Hwy. M-F 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
COUSTIC CAR STEREO
SPEAKERS — 100 watts and 2
Sony ESR7 AM/FM cassette car
stereo with auto-reverse, AMS,
stereo equalizer switch. Universal
chassis size. $50 each or $90
together. Call 786-2804.

LOVESEAT FOR SALE —
Excellent condition. Perfect size for
dorm room or apartment. Naturla
earth tones, wood trim. We will
deliver. $90. Call 642-4152.
HELP WANTED — AIR
TRAFFIC CONTROLERS.
No aviation experience necessary.
18-62 k's per year, Application
info: 1-800-330-7713.
SELECTROCUTION — a
night club singles game — is
looking for part-time helpers one or
two nights per week. Have fun
meeting new people and earn cash
doing it. One position available for
a local operator. Call Keith (305)
, 332-1869 or see game Wednesday
nights at Gabriel's lounge

ESSAYS & REPORTS
16,278 to choose from—all subjects

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

Toll Free 1
Hot Line j

800-351-0222
in Calif. <213)477-8226

Or, rush $2 00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave. *206-SN, Los Angeles, CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels

